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Recovery transformation

Measuring outcomes necessary to know whether work is effective
Providing access to health information

More than just a static portal
You can’t just turn it on

Sign Up for an Email Account

Setting Up Notifications in myHealthPointe

How To: Set Up an Email Account

How To: Set Up Notifications

How to Complete the Consumer Recovery Measures in myHealthPointe

How to Send a Secure Message in myHealthPointe

How To: Complete the Consumer Recovery Measures

How To: Send a Secure Message in myHealthPointe
Peer mentors engage mHP users
An agile approach to implementation

Slow and steady with the introduction of new functionality

Plan  Collaborate  Deliver

Agile Project Management: Iteration
An eye to workflow

Single sign-on makes it easy to start assessment
Easy to use navigation

Built for people new to using computers
Immediate feedback

Interactive reports; not just an assessment
Implementing

A stretch goal of getting people to use it
Next steps

Workflow; mobile; bi-directional HIE w/ consent